CHANGE AGENT
Conjure / Rootwork
FLEXFORM™ LVT

CHANGE AGENT
LUXURY VINYL TILE

It may seem the broad concepts of science
and magic live on opposite ends of the
spectrum. Science strives to understand
and explain, while magic relies on the
mystical possibilities of the unknown. Yet
the goal of each is much more similar than
one may initially think. They both share a
desire to achieve complete transformation.
Introducing Change Agent, a new LVT
collection influenced by the transcendent
act of bringing forth new purpose from
natural materials. With ranging styles
capturing the essence of aged stone to
charred and petrified wood, explore fresh
perspectives offered in an assortment
of reimagined neutrals. Whether it be
science, magic, or a bit of both, Change
Agent expresses the beauty found within
perpetual transformation.

A C A T A LY S T O F
T R A N S F O R M AT I O N
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S P E C I F I C A L LY D E S I G N E D to complement one another,
the complete Change Agent collection offers styles in both
modular carpet and LVT categories. Seamlessly mix, match and
pair together to create one gorgeously continuous floorscape.

CONJ U RE
ROOT WORK

Conjure is grounded in a natural
inspiration, but expresses a more textural
aesthetic with charred-like accents.
25CM X 150CM

Rootwork is a classic approach,
featuring natural dimension as
well as a hint of gradation.
25CM X 150CM
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Rootwork in Revere RTW165. Conjure in Spirit CON144. 25cm x 150cm planks. Change Agent
modular carpet, Magnetic Field in Formula MAG131-25. 25cm x 100cm planks. Random vertical ashlar.
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ROOTWORK & CONJURE

Installation
Detail

Preserve CON96

Installation
Detail

Divine RTW214
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Conjure in Preserve CON96. Rootwork in Divine RTW214. 25cm x 150cm planks. Plank weave.
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CONJURE

Installation

Installation

Detail

Detail

Arise CON218

Installation

Installation

Detail

Detail

Ember CON69
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Conjure in Ash CON13. 25cm x 150cm planks. Quarter-drop vertical ashlar.

Spirit CON144

Ash CON13
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CONJURE

Installation
Detail

Cycle CON100

Installation
Detail

Coal CON118
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Conjure in Cycle CON100 and Coal CON118. 25cm x 150cm planks. Quarter-drop vertical ashlar.
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ROOTWORK

Installation

Installation

Detail

Detail

Revere RTW165

Installation

Installation

Detail

Detail

Prestige RTW124
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Rootwork in Revere RTW165, Legend RTW79, and Sacred RTW235. 25cm x 150cm planks. Herringbone and vertical ashlar.

Heir RTW67

Legend RTW79
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ROOTWORK

Installation

Installation

Detail

Detail

Sacred RTW235

Installation

Installation

Detail

Detail

Crest RTW224
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Rootwork in Sacred RTW235 and Crest RTW224. 25cm x 150cm planks. Vertical ashlar.

Harvest RTW219

Enchant RTW204
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FLEXFORM™ LVT CONSTRUCTION

COLOR LINE
CONJURE

R O OT W O R K

MODERAT E

LOW

1
2
3

ARISE CON218

SPIRIT CON144

ENCHANT RTW204

HARVEST RTW219

SACRED RTW235

EMBER CON69

PRESERVE CON96

DIVINE RTW214

CREST RTW224

PRESTIGE RTW124

ASH CON13

CYCLE CON100

REVERE RTW165

HEIR RTW67

LEGEND RTW79

4
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W E A R L AY E R
THICKNESS

1.

PROGUARD MAX™ REINFORCED POLYURETHANE COATING
Integrated surface technology provides best in class scratch & stain resistance, eliminates
the need for polishes, and harsh chemical treatments.

2.

WEAR LAYER
Heavy commercial grade 22 mil transparent wear layer protects the print visuals and
ensures product performs in heavy foot traffic.

3.

PRINTED LAYER
State of the art printing technology providing authentic visuals and designs.

4.

INTEGRAL SOUND ABSORPTION LAYER
Provides improved acoustical performance and supports comfort underfoot.

5.

GLASS FIBER LAYER
Supports dimensional stability.

6.

HIGH PERFORMANCE CORE LAYER
Ensures excellent durability, stability and long term performance.

7.

BACKING LAYER
Engineered balance layer provides stability and durability of the product.

22 mil (0.55 mm)

OVERALL
THICKNESS
.197” (5 mm)

COAL CON118

VARIATION THROUGH EXPERIMENTATION
Just as texture and physical appearance will vary in samples of aged stone or petrified
wood, beautiful variations of shade within Relic are found in this unique LVT product.
The shade variation guide below reflects our LVT styles ranging from low, to moderate,
to high. Low shade variation features soft and subtle gradations. Moderate shade
variation contains a more distinguishable variety of hue. And high shade variation
models the highest level of contrast. Conjure has MODERATE shade variation, while

SHIPPING
I N F O R M AT I O N

Rootwork has LOW shade variation.
DESIGN NAME

TILE SIZES

PCS / CARTON

FT²/BOX

Conjure

25cm x 150cm

6

24.22

Rootwork

25cm x 150cm

6

24.22

SHADE VARIATION GUIDE

LOW
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M O D E R AT E

HIGH
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Complete Performance and Support

Milliken Luxury Vinyl Tile products are backed by a 15
year Heavy Commercial & Lifetime Residential wear
warranty, ensuring quality and giving peace of mind.
» millikenfloors.com/warranty

LUXURY VINYL TILE
Change Agent’s FlexForm™ is the latest addition to Milliken’s LVT product line and
coordinates with other Milliken product families. From natural looks of wood and
stone to more modern textures and abstracts, Milliken’s collection of Luxury Vinyl
Tile flooring creates new options for a commercial or hospitality interior. Our
simple-to-search Color Reference system provides easy coordination of the LVT
options to modular and broadloom carpets.

ENTRYWAY SYSTEMS

STYLE
PERFORMANCE
B A C K E D

Milliken Floor Covering offers products and
expertise in all areas of your commercial
spaces, including high-performance entryway
systems, modular and broadloom carpet,
luxury vinyl tile and milliCare.® Simplify your
flooring projects by working with a trusted
partner that lets you focus on enjoying the
process of creating a great space.

B Y

WARRANTY

Great architecture and design aren’t just about managing all that goes into an
effective, attractive space. It’s also about what’s intentionally kept out. That’s
why the protective flooring experts at Milliken created OBEX,™ a comprehensive
entrance system with a range of proven forms and materials. OBEX equips
architects, engineers and specifiers with all they need to create site-specific,
high-performing entries, without compromising their project’s overall design.

MODULAR CARPET AND BROADLOOM

ENHANCED INVENTORY PROGRAM
With an enhanced inventory level for large installations
containing select patterns and colors, Milliken’s USA
based inventory system makes it easy to respond as
quickly as possible to your project needs.

MOISTURE MANAGEMENT
With Milliken’s specialty LVT adhesive, our Luxury
Vinyl Tile products can be installed in environments
encountering high moisture readings up to 99%
Relative Humidity.
» millikenfloors.com/lvt

Milliken’s broadloom and carpet tile incorporate the latest innovations in tufting
and dyeing technology, achieving unique looks and excellent performance. All
carpet tile products have cushion backing for an extended lifespan, as well as
ergonomic and environmental benefits.

SUSTAINABILITY
MILLICARE®
milliCare takes caring for your flooring and textiles off your to-do list, which means
you can skip right to the part where you get to lean back, put your hands behind
your head, and be a hero for keeping a beautifully cleaned space.

In keeping with Milliken’s long-standing culture of
sustainability, our Luxury Vinyl Tile products are 100%
Ortho-Phthalate free. They do not contain problematic
post-consumer recycled material. Further, Milliken’s
Luxury Vinyl Tiles are certified to the most stringent
global environmental standards.
» millikenfloors.com/sustainability

LVT that works smarter and harder
FLEXFORM™

• A multi layer construction engineered to
provide dimensional stability, resistance to
impact and durability.
• Improved acoustical performance and
supports comfort underfoot.
• Meets stringent environmental standards
and is 100% ortho-phthalate-free.
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LOOSE LAY

• Simple, no-hassle installation.
• Versatile and easy to move
repair and replace from one
space to another.
• Ability to be installed with or
without adhesive.

PROGUARD MAX™

• ProGuard Max’s integrated surface technology
provides best in class scratch & stain resistance,
eliminates the need for polishes, and harsh
chemical treatments.
• Milliken’s durable 22 mil wear layer ensures
product performs in most heavy commercial
environments.
• Saves on maintenance costs and improves overall
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) performance.
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CHANGE AGENT
FLEXFORM™ LVT

DESIGNED TO SEAMLESSLY COORDINATE
The wood and stone-inspired style options found in this collection
were specifically designed to be paired together as well as with their
soft surface counterparts, found in
the Change Agent modular carpet
collection. With complementing
colors and tile sizes, mix and match
between designs to create seamless
flow from one space to the next
without the interruption of transitions.

Construction
High Performance Luxury Vinyl Tile

Smoke Density (ASTM E662)
Pass - ≤ 450

Finish
ProGuard MAX™
Polyurethane Coating

Flexibility (ASTM F137)
Pass

Wear Layer Thickness
22 mil (0.55 mm)

Heat Stability by Color Change
(ASTM F1514)
Pass

Overall Thickness
0.197” (5.0 mm)

Light Stability (ASTM F1515)
Pass

Edge Profile
Micro Bevel

Static Coefficient of Friction
(ASTM D2047)
Pass

Critical Radiant Flux (ASTM E648)
Pass - Class I

Dimensional Stability
(ASTM F2199)
Pass
Resistance to Chemicals
(ASTM F925)
Pass
Static Load Limit (ASTM F970)
Pass
Installation
Loose lay with perimeter glue
Warranty
15 Year Limited Commercial
Wear Warranty

LVT ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS
Milliken LVT is highly durable resilient flooring engineered with the highest quality raw materials to provide unsurpassed performance and enduring aesthetics.
Milliken LVT is 100% ortho-phthalate-free. Milliken LVT is manufactured at facilities that are ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 compliant.

Specifications are subject to normal manufacturing tolerances and may be changed without prior notice. Images in this brochure are approximate for color and pattern scale.
Please use actual product samples to make your final selections.
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